Abstract. We propose a measure and a metric on the sets of infinite traces generated by a set of atomic propositions. To compute these quantities, we first map properties to subsets of the real numbers and then take the Lebesgue measure of the resulting sets. We analyze how this measure is computed for Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. An implementation for computing the measure of bounded LTL properties is provided and explained. This implementation leverages SAT model counting and effects independence checks on subexpressions to compute the measure and metric compositionally.
Introduction
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), introduced by Amir Pnueli in [11] , allows us to make logical statements over time. This reasoning device is often used to verify whether a system possesses a given temporal property, as well as to synthesize a system with such a property. Applications of temporal logic are vast, ranging from logic design to robotics. In this paper, we consider the following problem: given a temporal logic formula, how large is the set of traces that satisfies it? Given two temporal formulas, are they alike?
Others who have studied this problem [10] have shown that quantifying the difference between two specifications can be used, for instance, to evaluate the performance of temporal logic inference algorithms by comparing made inferences to a ground truth. Our own motivation to investigate this problem is its relevance to the design of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). "Late validation" (i.e., discovering errors or design flaws late in a product's development process or past its deployment) is particularly problematic for CPS because it comes at large human and financial cost; design faults may cause accidents, and solving them may require product recalls or cause manufacturing delays. In an effort to add more rigor to the design process for complex CPS, contract-based design [2, 12] provides tools for reasoning formally about the conditions for correctness of element integration and specification abstraction and refinement.
Using contracts, all components in a design clearly state their environment assumptions and the behaviors they guarantee (with behaviors expressed in formal languages), allowing for compositional reasoning, also in an automated fashion. In [6, 7] , Iannopollo et al. describe techniques based on Counterexample-Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS) [14] to synthesize designs from libraries of contracts, satisfying a certain LTL specification. Although contracts and their properties help reduce the complexity of the overall synthesis problem, scalability remains elusive, as the CEGIS loop depends on LTL model checking, a PSPACE-complete problem [13] . To tackle complexity, synthesis must be incremental, and we believe an incremental procedure may be within reach soon. For example, Íncer Romeo et al. recently introduced means to compute the operation of quotient for assumeguarantee contracts in [8] . Given a specification C to be implemented, and the specification C ′ of a component to be used in the design, the quotient describes the properties that need to be satisfied, in addition to those required by C ′ , in order to meet C. Therefore, when synthesizing a specification given as an assume-guarantee contract, we can synthesize partial solutions of the design and keep the one whose quotient is the "smallest" since we believe the "size" of a quotient could be a good indication of complexity. But in order to measure the size of the specification, we need a measure of LTL properties. Introducing that measure is the purpose of this work.
In this paper, we propose a measure for sets of infinite traces spanned by a set of atomic propositions. This measure has the semantics of the amount of trace space that a given property represents. While the measure does not require that properties be specified in LTL, we provide an implementation to compute the measure of bounded LTL formulas and the distance between two such formulas. Our implementation checks whether the measure can be computed compositionally; if not, it computes it using SAT model counting [5] .
In Section 2 we introduce the measure based on counting arguments, and we provide the algorithms for its computation for bounded LTL. We discuss our implementation and experiments in Section 3. Section 4 extends our measure to handle infinite traces. In Section 4, we also show how the counting arguments discussed in Section 2 are a special case of the definition of the measure given in Section 4. We revisit existing literature in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.
Measuring Properties by Counting Traces
In this section, we build a measure for bounded LTL formulas based on counting considerations. We argue that a measure that could be used to evaluate the "size" of a formula should tell the fraction of trace space represented by the property being measured. Algorithms are presented that compute this measure compositionally. The counting ideas of this section are generalized to infinite traces in Section 4.
Since an LTL formula denotes a property (i.e., a set of traces), our purpose is to introduce a measure for sets of traces. Let ν be our measure and φ an LTL formula. At a high level, we wish the measure to have the following characteristics:
-ν(True) = 1. The maximum value of the measure is 1 and is achieved when almost all possible traces satisfy the formula. The meaning of almost will be made clear later. It will coincide with the real-analytic notion of all traces up to a set of measure zero.
-ν(False) = 0. The minimum value of the measure is 0 and is achieved when almost no traces satisfy the formula.
-A priori, we state no preference for a trace over another, i.e., all traces that satisfy the formula should contribute equally to the value of the measure.
-The measure is computable in reasonable time. These high-level requirements motivate us to define the measure as the fraction of the trace space that satisfies the formula. Suppose that β is a Boolean expression. When interpreted as an LTL formula, β constrains only the first time step of all traces (i.e., T = 0). If, say, β is a formula over n atomic propositions, and it is true for m possible combinations of the propositions, the measure of the LTL formula β would be ν(β) = Count(β) 2 n = m 2 n ; indeed, the remaining 1 − m 2 n of traces begin with a combination of the atomic propositions which does not satisfy β. Note we assume the existence of a function Count which takes a Boolean expression and outputs the number of satisfying assignments for that expression; in other words, Count carries out SAT model-counting. Assume that our LTL formulas are defined over a finite set Σ of atomic propositions and that we consider finite traces up to T = N (N ∈ N). A trace is defined by an assignment of values to all atomic propositions for each time step. As a result, we can interpret an LTL formula as a Boolean expression involving n variables for each time step, as shown in Table 1 . As an example, suppose our formulas are defined over the propositions a and b. Then the formula φ = a ∧ (b ∨ Xa) can be expressed as the Boolean formula a[0]∧(b[0]∨a [1] ). We assume we have access to a routine AssignedVars which accepts an LTL formula and returns a set of all atomic propositions that appear in the formula, together with the time step for which they appear in the formula. Applying this procedure to our example yields AssignedVars(φ) = {(a,0),(a,1),(b,0)}. Note that, using this notation, we interpret (a,i) as a different variable from (b,j) whenever a = b or i = j. Let φ and φ ′ be LTL formulas, we also define the function VarUnion(φ,φ ′ ) = AssignedVars(φ)∪ AssignedVars(φ ′ ), which returns all time-indexed variables referenced by both formulas, and VarInt(φ,φ ′ ) for the intersection. For any pair of LTL formulas, φ and φ ′ , AssignedVars(φ∧φ ′ ) = AssignedVars(φ∨φ ′ ) = VarUnion(φ,φ ′ ). We define the function VarTimes, which accepts an LTL formula and an atomic proposition, and returns the set of time indices for which that atomic proposition appears in the formula. Applying this function to our previous example gives VarTimes(φ,a) = {0,1} and VarTimes(φ,b) = {0}.
Finally, we assume there is a bounded version AssignedVars(φ,N ) that contain the same information as the unbounded version of the function, but with all time indices larger than N removed.
Boolean operators
We explore how the measure behaves with the Boolean operators. Let φ and φ ′ be LTL formulas.
1. NOT. The traces that meet ¬φ are those that do not meet φ. Thus,
2. AND. If a trace σ satisfies σ |= φ∧φ ′ , then
If φ and φ ′ do not share variables, i.e., they do not make assertions over the same atomic proposition at the same time steps, we observe that the requirement that a trace satisfies (2) is independent of the requirement that it satisfies (3). Therefore, the fraction of traces satisfying φ∧φ ′ is the product of the fraction of traces satisfying φ and the fraction of traces satisfying φ ′ . On the contrary, if φ and φ ′ share variables, we invoke Count. Thus, the measure of conjunction is given by
Calling Count may be prohibitively expensive if φ or φ ′ comprise a large number of variables. It may thus be useful to compute bounds for the measure of the composition. We can state the following bounds for the measure of an AND of any two LTL formulas:
3. OR. By de Morgan's laws, we can derive the measure of the disjunction from the previous two operations. We have ν(φ∨φ ′ ) = 1−ν(¬φ∧¬φ ′ ). Thus, the measure of the disjunction of two formulas is
The following bounds apply to an OR composition for all LTL formulas:
Let NotMeasure, AndMeasure and OrMeasure implement, respectively, (1), (4), and (6). We observe that only when φ and φ ′ do not involve the same proposition at the same time steps, the measure of the compositions φ ∧ φ ′ and φ ∨ φ ′ can be computed exactly, just using the measures of φ and of φ ′ . Thus, when computing the measure of an LTL formula, it is advantageous to rewrite the formula to achieve maximum independence.
since φ ′ shares no variables with φ or with φ ′′ . In this case, the routine AndMeasure would call Count on φ∧φ ′′ , which makes statements over 3 variables. Moreover,
Thus, in this case, AndMeasure would call Count on the entire ψ, which contains 5 variables.
Temporal operators
In principle, the grammar of LTL is the Boolean grammar plus the symbols X and U. Other temporal operators can be expressed in terms of this grammar. For instance, Fφ = TrueUφ and G = ¬F¬φ. If a bounded semantics is used, we can express U in terms of X: φUψ = N j=0
Note that the effect of X on a formula consists in adding 1 to all temporal indices of the atomic propositions that appear in the formulas; this is the case because X commutes with all Boolean (and temporal) operators. As a result, for any LTL formula, we have AssignedVars(Xφ) = {(x,T +1)|(x,T ) ∈ AssignedVars(φ)}.
We can apply the expressions we obtained for the Boolean formulas to define the relation of the measure and the temporal operators. We will assume the temporal operators are bounded to T = N .
1. X. If no temporal bound is enforced, applying a next step operator to a formula results in the same measure since the effect of this operator is to rename all variables without causing collisions. We thus have ν(Xφ) = ν(φ). On the other hand, if a bound is enforced, we must provide an interpretation for the case of atomic propositions leaving the bound. In coherence with [3] , for an atomic proposition a and a time bound N , we provide the following semantics for the bounded X operator:
where X i LTL is the LTL next operator. For instance, consider the formula φ = Xa and suppose we impose a time bound T = 0. Then no trace can satisfy this formula in our bounded semantics, i.e., the formula is transformed into the empty property. On the other hand, the formula φ = X¬a is transformed into the entire trace space (i.e., all traces satisfy this property).
2. U. The expansion of the until operator produces several terms with shared dependencies. However, it can be shown that φ U ψ = θ N , where θ N is defined recursively as follows:
This expansion factors out the applications of the X operator. In order to compute ν(φUψ) compositionally, we need two conditions: φ and ψ must be independent, and their atomic propositions need to be qualified at most at one time step (e.g., ψ ′ = b∨a∧Xa does not pass this test because a is qualified by two different time steps). Under the condition of independence, ν(φUψ) = γ N , where
A routine for computing the measure of formulas with the U operator is given below. Analogous routines for the remaining temporal operators are special cases of this routine.
if N = 0 then 3:
else if VarInt(φ,ψ) = ∅ and ∀a ∈ Σ.
5:
|VarTimes(φ,a,N )| ≤ 1 and
6:
|VarTimes(ψ,a,N )| ≤ 1 then
7:
γ ← ν(X N ψ)
8:
γ ← 1−α· 1−γ ·ν(X N −i φ) 
NumAssertions ← Count(φ ′ )
16:
NumVars ← |AssignedVars(φ ′ ;N )| We observe that the given recursion (9) has a fixed point, which allows us to provide the measure for the unbounded case when φ and ψ do not share variables:
Practical Evaluation
We have developed a Python implementation 1 of the algorithms provided in Section 2. Our tool parses LTL formulas and measures them; if a pair of properties is given, it computes their respective distance. After turning the input expression into an abstract syntax tree, we traverse the tree (depth-first, post-order) and annotate visited nodes with dependency information. A subsequent pre-order traversal recursively breaks down the computation of the measure into smaller parts, until a bifurcating node (i.e., ∧, ∨, or U) of which its subtrees are considered interdependent (see Section 2) and thus cannot be measured separately. In that case, we invoke Count on an expanded expression obtained from the node with interdependent subtrees, which is carried out by sharpSAT, a DPLL-style #SAT solver developed by Marc Thurley [16] . The expansion takes care of transforming all temporal operators into Boolean expressions with fresh variables for each time index up to the given time bound.
Examples
Specifications are usually composed out of idioms or templates that denote wellknown classes of properties such as safety, liveness, correlation, precedence, and response. Each of these classes are thought to be semantically distinct, and thus should occupy a different fraction of the trace space; is this somehow reflected in their measure? Our results, plotted in Fig. 1 , confirm this intuition. The measures of these idiomatic LTL expressions are spread remarkably evenly. 
Tractability
Because model counting is a #P-complete task [5] , unless P = N P there exists no polynomial-time algorithm to implement Count. To make computing our measure more tractable, we employ a divide-and-conquer approach, breaking down the problem into smaller subproblems, and invoke Count only for subexpressions that cannot be broken down further due to interdependencies between variables. To il- lustrate the efficacy of this method, let us consider the formula r → F(ψ), where
The execution time of computing ν(r → F(ψ)) is shown in Figure 2 for various M and N . Because ψ is chain of clauses, each of which shares a variable with the following, all clauses are interdependent. To make matters worse, the expansion of F yields a disjunction of N time-shifted versions of ψ. Applying Count to the resulting Boolean expression is clearly intractable for large N , as the number of clauses grows exponentially with N . Our algorithm, on the other hand, only has to invoke Count on expressions with 2M clauses that jointly comprise a total of M +1 distinct variables, and do so N +1 times. Because the expansion of F yields a disjunction of logically equivalent subexpressions, to calculate the measure of r → F(ψ), we invoke Count only once and reuse the result.
Analytical Viewpoint
In Section 2, we discussed the measure based on counting considerations. In order to count the satisfying assignments for LTL formulas, we imposed a bound T = N on them. In this section we extend the measure to handle any set of infinite traces and is, in fact, not limited to those expressible in LTL. First, we consider a map from the set of all traces in a finite number of atomic propositions to the unit interval I = [0,1]. With this map in place, we can interpret any set of traces as a subset of I. Thus, we are able to regard properties as subsets of R. We then introduce the property measure as an integral and provide a calculus for computing it.
Traces as reals
Suppose a is an atomic proposition. A trace σ over a will be given by σ = a[0],a[1],a[2] ,... Consider the map · on traces given as follows: Let Σ be the set of atomic propositions. We assume Σ is finite. Then the set of all traces is given by T = 2 Σ ω , and thus the set of all properties is P = 2 T . We observe that equation (11) is a map · : T → I. This map is clearly surjective, but it is not injective. To see this, consider the following cases: suppose we only have one atomic proposition a and suppose we have the trace σ = a,¬a,¬a,¬a,... (i.e., the only trace that satisfies the property φ = a∧XG¬a). Then σ = 0.1 = 2 −1 . Now suppose that σ ′ = ¬a,a,a,a,... (i.e., the only trace that satisfies the property φ ′ = ¬a∧XGa. Then
So the real numbers 0.0111... and 0.1000... are the same. But we think of traces σ and σ ′ as being quite different. Indeed, we can build state machines to recognize one and not the other. This shows that · is not injective.
When Σ contains n atomic propositions instead of 1, traces are given in the form shown in Table 1 . We observe that we can linearize the trace to
This interpretation allows us to extend · to a map from sets of infinite traces over any finite set of atomic propositions to the unit interval.
Properties as subsets of R
Let φ be a property over Σ. We define a map f : P → 2 I from properties to subsets of the reals given by f φ = { σ : σ ∈ φ}. We observe that f allows us to interpret φ as subset of R. We call f φ the property intervals of φ.
A measure for properties
Now that we can interpret properties as subsets of the reals, we proceed to define the property measure and show that it meets the requirements of a measure. We also show that it absorbs as a special case the measure described in Section 2. Definition 1. The property measure ν : P → I is given by
where µ is the Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 1. ν is a well-defined measure.
Proof. Since µ is nonnegative, ν is nonnegative. Moreover, we have ν(∅) = µ • f (∅) = µ(∅) = 0. Finally, we have to verify countable additivity. Let φ,φ ′ ∈ P such that φ ∩ φ ′ = ∅. We observe that irrational numbers have a unique binary representation. Therefore, if · maps more than one trace to the same real number, this number must be rational. We compute the measure:
, where I q and I c q are respectively the rational and irrational numbers in I. The measure of φ∪φ ′ becomes
Since the Lebesgue measure of a countable set is zero, we have
Countable additivity follows by induction.
Equation (12) can be rewritten as ν(φ) = f φ dµ. This expression allows us to easily generate new measures that weight traces unequally. Suppose g is a measurable function from I to the nonnegative reals with x∈I g(x)dx = 1. Then g can be used to weight traces in order to attribute different importance to different traces. The weighted measure is given by
We leave further research of weighted metrics for future work. Now we proceed to construct a metric using the measure, but first we show that this notion of the measure generalizes the discussion of Section 2. Bounded case. Suppose φ is an LTL formula defined for a bound T = N over a finite set Σ of atomic propositions. While introducing the measure ν through counting considerations in Section 2, we first interpreted the given formula using the bounded semantics described in Section 2.2, thus generating a new formula φ ′ which makes statements only over the first N + 1 time steps of the traces. Suppose φ ′ has m satisfying assignments σ 1 , ... , σ m , where the σ i are traces of length N + 1. Thus, we can write
. Let φ ′′ be a formula syntactically equal to φ ′ , but interpreted over infinite traces. Since φ ′ only makes statements over the first N +1 time steps, any infinite extension of σ i satisfies φ ′′ . Let σ 
|Σ| , which matches the counting interpretation of the measure discussed in Section 2.
A metric for properties
For any two sets X and Y , we let their symmetric difference be given by X △Y = (X −Y )∪(Y −X). We now define a function that we use to build a metric.
Proposition 1. d satisfies the triangle inequality.
Proof. Let φ,φ ′ ∈ P. We provide some intermediate results:
a. Here we show that
Proposition 2. d does not satisfy the strong triangle inequality.
Proof. Let φ, φ ′ , φ ′′ ∈ P. The strong triangle inequality, or ultrametric inequality, requires
Suppose that φ ′′ is empty and φ and φ ′ are nonempty, disjoint, and have positive measure. Then
This counterexample proves the proposition. LetP = P/R, where R = {(φ,φ ′ ) ∈ P 2 |d(φ,φ ′ ) = 0}; that is, the equivalence classes ofP consist of properties whose pairwise distance is zero. Definition 3. Letφ,φ ′ ∈P. We define the property metricd :
, where φ ∈φ and φ ′ ∈φ ′ .
Proposition 3.d is a metric.
Proof. First we have to show thatd is well-defined. Letφ andφ ′ be equivalence classes inP and let φ,ψ ∈φ and φ ′ ∈φ ′ . We have
Thus,d is independent of the members of the equivalence classes used in its computations. It follows thatd is well-defined. Moreover,d is nonnegative because ν is nonnegative; it satisfies the triangle inequality because d satisfies it (see Proposition 1); it is symmetric due to the symmetry of △. It remains to be shown that
′ ) = 0 and φ ∈φ and φ ′ ∈φ ′ . Then d(φ,φ ′ ) = 0. But this means that φ and φ ′ belong to the same equivalence class inP, soφ =φ ′ . Conversely, suppose thatφ =φ ′ and let φ ∈φ and φ ′ ∈φ ′ = φ. Then φ and φ ′ belong to the same equivalence class inP, which means that d(φ,φ ′ ) = 0; therefore,d(φ,φ ′ ) = 0.
In consequence, we can use d to measure the distance between two given LTL properties. Moreover, the distance between two formulas will be zero iff they differ by a property of measure zero.
Calculating with the property measure
Suppose φ is defined over a single atomic proposition a and φ = a. Then φ contains all traces that start with a 1. Clearly, f φ = [0.5,1]. Therefore, application of (12) results in ν(φ) = 0.5.
Suppose φ = a∧Xa∨¬X 2 a. We observe that ν(Xa) contains all numbers whose second digit is 1. Thus, Figure 3 shows the intervals to which each of the terms in φ map. We observe that a has one segment of size 2 −1 ; Xa has two segments of size 2 −2 ; and X 2 a has 4 segments of size 2 −3 . The property a ∧ Xa intersects the segment of a with one of the segments of Xa, as shown in Figure 3b . Thus, we have ν(a ∧ Xa) = 2 −2 . Finally, we observe that we have to add three of the 4 segments of X 2 a to get the final answer, and we obtain ν(φ) = 2 −2 +3·2 −3 = 5/8. 
Related Work
A robust semantics of LTL has been presented by Tabuada et al. in [15] which formalizes the idea that a trace that violates a property only finitely many times is preferable over one that always violates it; the trace that is in lesser violation must therefore be "closer" to satisfying the specification. For LTL Assume/Guarantee properties (ϕ ⇒ ψ), a da Costa algebra is used to compute how much a trace is allowed to diverge from ψ given a violation of ϕ. Other papers, [9] , [1] , by defining metrics, also investigate the relation between traces and temporal properties. The main difference between these papers and our approach is that we focus solely on specifications, irrespective of particular implementations and the degree to which they satisfy those specifications. In [4] , Finkbeiner et al. explore the theoretical complexity of the problem of LTL model counting for safety formulas, extended to full LTL by Torfah et al. [17] . They distinguish between two classes of models, i.e., word-and tree-models of bounded size. In this paper, we focus on sets of traces, which closely relate to the problem of word-model counting. It is shown in [4] that this counting problem is #PSPACE-complete when a binary-encoded bound is used, and they provide a counting algorithm that is linear in the temporal bound but double-exponential in the size of the formula. Although the complexity of the problem in the worst case lies within this theoretical framework, our compositional approach is more tractable in practice. Indeed, by invoking a SAT model counter on smaller problem instances, we can compute the measure of longer properties, which are hard to analyze using the techniques introduced by Finkbeiner et al.
The work that we find most closely related to our own is a recent pre-print by Madsen et al. [10] , which proposes two metrics for Signal Temporal Logic (STL) properties which are assumed rectangular and belonging to a compact vector space. One is based on the Hausdorff distance, and the other is based on the Symmetric Difference (SD) between two properties. Albeit developed independently, our LTL metric shares significant similarities with their SD metric. There are, however, some fundamental differences. Madsen et al. focus on STL, and formulates some restrictive assumptions to ensure the metrics and the proposed algorithms are correct. We focus on LTL, and do not make any such assumptions. Moreover, the Lebesgue measure used in the SD metric is applied directly to properties, whereas we first transform the property into a subset of I and take the Lebesgue measure afterwards. Lastly, unlike the SD metric, our metric can be computed compositionally provided the necessary independence conditions.
Conclusions
This paper provides a measure and a metric for sets of infinite traces satisfying a given LTL property (referred to as measure of the LTL formula) defined over a finite set of atomic propositions. We have shown how the measure behaves for bounded LTL properties, and provided an implementation that computes the measure of bounded LTL properties based on considerations of independence and on model counting. We plan to continue developing measure composition rules to handle common properties. Now that we have a measure and a metric available, we plan to use it to implement greedy approaches for LTL synthesis.
Future theoretical work includes developing the graphical calculus outlined in Section 4.5. This may enable more efficient means for computing the property measure and for carrying out LTL model counting. Moreover, the property intervals we use to compute the measure may have implications for model checking and synthesis. Indeed, we showed that these intervals simultaneously encode the measure and the logical structure of the properties. Moreover, the map f : P → 2 I mapping properties to subsets of the unit interval possibly is also capable of mapping morphisms of properties to morphisms of subsets of I. This would turn f into a functor. Researching this could unveil additional algebraic structure that may be possible to import into the world of properties via tools from category theory. Finally, we have shown how the property measure can be extended to weighted property measures, but we leave the explorations of specific costs for future work.
